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Abstract
We consider the problem of computing the distance-based representative skyline in the plane,
a problem introduced byTao, Ding, Lin and Pei [Proc. 25th IEEE International Conference on
Data Engineering (ICDE), 2009] and independently considered by Dupin, Nielsen and Talbi
[Mathematics; Optimization and Learning - Third International Conference, OLA 2020] in
the context of multi-objective optimization. Given a set P of n points in the plane and a
parameter k, the task is to select k points of the skyline defined by P (also known as Pareto
front for P) to minimize the maximum distance from the points of the skyline to the selected
points. We show that the problem can be solved in O(n log h) time, where h is the number
of points in the skyline of P . We also show that the decision problem can be solved in
O(n log k) time and the optimization problem can be solved in O(n log k + n loglog n) time.
This improves previous algorithms and is optimal for a large range of values of k.

Keywords Geometric optimization · Skyline · Pareto front · Clustering · k-center

1 Introduction

For each point p in the plane, let x(p) and y(p) denote its x- and y-coordinate, respectively.
Thus p = (x(p), y(p)). A point p dominates a point q if x(p) ≥ x(q) and y(p) ≥ y(q).
Note that a point dominates itself. For a set of points P , its skyline is the subset of points of
P that are not dominated by any other point of P . We denote by sky(P) the set of skyline
points of P . Formally

sky(P) = {p ∈ P | ∀q ∈ P \ {p} : x(q) < x(p) or y(q) < y(p)}.
See the left of Fig. 1 for an example. The skyline of P is also called the Pareto front of
P . A set P of points is a skyline or a Pareto front if P = sky(P). Note that some authors
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Fig. 1 Left: Example of point set P with the points of sky(P) marked as filled dots; the shaded region has to
be empty of points of P . Right: if Q is the two-point set marked with squares, then the length of the longest
arrow is ψ(Q, P); in the figure this arrow is thicker and in a different color

exchange the direction of the inequalities, depending on the meaning of the coordinates in
the application domain.

For each subset of points Q ⊆ sky(P) we define

ψ(Q, P) := max
p∈sky(P)

min
q∈Q

d(p, q),

where d(p, q) denotes the Euclidean distance between p and q . Note that ψ(Q, P) =
ψ(Q, sky(P)) and ψ(sky(P), sky(P)) = 0. An alternative point of view for ψ(Q, P) is the
following: it is the smallest value λ such that disks centered at the points of Q with radius λ

cover the whole sky(P). See Fig. 1, right. One can consider ψ(Q, P) as how big error we
make when approximating sky(P) by Q.

The aim of this paper is to provide efficient algorithms for the following optimization
problem: for a given point set P in the plane and a positive integer k, compute

opt(P, k) := min{ψ(Q, P) | Q ⊆ sky(P) and |Q| ≤ k}.
A feasible solution is any subset Q ⊆ sky(P) with |Q| ≤ k. An optimal solution
for opt(P, k) is a feasible solution Q∗ such that ψ(Q∗, P) = opt(P, k). Thus, we
use opt(P, k) both as the optimal value and the description of the problem. Note that
opt(P, k) = opt(sky(P), k).

We will also consider the decision problem: given a set P of points in the plane, a positive
integer k and a real value λ ≥ 0, decide whether opt(P, k) ≤ λ or opt(P, k) > λ.
Motivation Skylines (or Pareto fronts) can be considered for arbitrary dimensions and play
a basic role in several areas. Börzsönyi, Kossmann and Stocker [2] advocated their use in
the context of databases, where they have become an ubiquitous tool; see for example [25,
26]. A traditional example in this context is querying a data base of hotels using, say, three
criteria, such as the price, the distance to a conference venue, and the average review score.
If we ignore other parameters, there is no reason to pay more for a hotel that is further from
the conference venue and has worse reviews. In different words, there is no need to consider
a hotel whenever there is another hotel that is better in all criteria. Using those numerical
criteria as coordinates, each hotel is represented by a point in three-dimensional space. After
reversing some of the coordinates to reflect that smaller distance or smaller price is better, we
can phrase this property using dominance. In this context, we are telling that we can restrict
our attention to hotels represented by points on the skyline.

Skylines also play a key role in multiobjective optimization and decision analysis; see
for example the surveys [8, 19, 23]. In this setting, we have different criteria in the space
of feasible solutions. Like in the previous setting, there is no benefit to consider a feasible
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solution whenever there exists another solution that outperforms it in each criteria. In such a
case, it suffices to restrict attention to feasible solutions on the skyline. Such feasible solutions
on the skyline can be presented to a person or a team to make decisions, possibly taking into
account additional criteria, or they may be used as starting data for the next iteration of a
more complex algorithm. This latter setting occurs for example in evolutionary algorithms.

We have argued that in several important cases it suffices to restrict our attention to points
on the skyline. In some cases, the point set has already been processed, perhaps for some
other tasks, and its skyline is already available. In some other cases, we are given the point
set as raw data and has to be processed from scratch.

However, quite often the skyline contains too many points. The question is then how to
select a representative subset of the points in the skyline. The representative may be a final
answer or just an intermediary step, as it happens for example in evolutionary algorithms,
where diversity plays a key role.

As one can imagine, several different meaningful definitions of best representative subset
are reasonable, and different applications advocate for different measures on how good the
representatives are. The use of randomization is also relevant in the context of evolutionary
algorithms.

The problem we are considering, opt(P, k), was introduced in the context of databases
by Tao et al. [27] under the name of distance-based representative of sky(P). Although we
have presented the problem in the plane, it can be naturally extended to arbitrary dimensions.
Tao et al. argue the benefit of using such representatives. One of the key properties is that it
is not sensitive to the density of P , a desirable property when P is not uniformly distributed.

Thevery sameproblem, opt(P, k),was considered in the context of optimizationbyDupin,
Nielsen andTalbi [7],who noted the connection to clustering,multiobjective optimization and
decision analysis. They noticed that opt(P, k) is the (discrete) k-center problem for sky(P).
Clustering problems in general, and k-center problem in particular [3, 15] are fundamental
in several areas; thus it is relevant to find particular cases that can be solved efficiently.

Another very popular and influential measure to select representatives in the context of
databases was introduced by Lin et al. [20]. In this case, we want to select k points of sky(P)

so as to maximize the number of points from P dominated by some of the selected points.
See our work [5] for a recent algorithmic improvement in the planar case. In the context
of evolutionary algorithms one of the strongest measures is the hypervolume of the space
dominated by the selected points [1] with respect to a reference point, that can be taken to
be the origin. As it can be seen in the survey by Li and Yao [19], an overwhelming amount
of different criteria to select representatives from sky(P) has been considered in the area of
multiobjective optimization.
Previous algorithms We will be using three parameters to analyze the time complexity of
algorithms. We will use n for the size of P , k for the bound on the number of points to
be selected, and h for the number of points in sky(P). Unless explicitly mentioned, the
discussion is for the plane.

We start reviewing the computation of the skyline. Kung, Luccio and Preparata [18]
showed that the skyline of P in the plane can be computed in O(n log n) time, and this is
asymptotically optimal. Kirkpatrick and Seidel [17] noted that the lower bound of�(n log n)

does not hold when h is small, and they provided an algorithm to compute sky(P) (in the
plane) in O(n log h) time. Nielsen [24] provided an algorithm to compute the top k skylines,
that is, sky(P), sky(P \ sky(P)), . . . up to k iterations. The running time is O(n log H),
where H is the size of the top k skylines together.

Kirkpatrick and Seidel [17] also showed that computing the skyline of P takes�(n log h)

time in the algebraic decision tree model. In fact, they showed that, for a given h′, deciding
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whether P has exactly h′ points in the skyline takes�(n log h′) time. This implies that finding
any k points in the skyline takes �(n log k) time. Indeed, if we could find k points in the
skyline in o(n log k), then we could run the test for k = h′ and k = h′ + 1 and decide in
o(n log(k + 1)) = o(n log h′) time whether sky(P) has exactly h′ points, contradicting the
lower bound.

Now we move onto computing opt(P, k). Tao et al. [27] showed that the problem can be
solved in O(kh2) time assuming that the skyline is available and sorted by x-coordinate. Thus,
it takes O(n log h + kh2) time. In the full version of the work [28] they improved the time
bound of the second phase to O(kh), which implies a time bound of O(n log h + kh). They
showed that already the three-dimensional version of the problem is NP-hard by noticing that
the classical two-dimensional center problem without any constraints regarding the skyline,
known to be NP-hard [14], can be encoded as the three-dimensional problem along the
skyline.

Dupin, Nielsen and Talbi [7] solve the opt(P, k) problem in O(kh log2 h) time, again
assuming that the skyline is available and sorted. Thus, starting from P , the time bound is
O(n log h + kh log2 h). They also provide an algorithm for opt(P, 1) taking O(log h) time
and an algorithm for opt(P, 2) taking O(log2 h) time, again assuming that the skyline is
available and sorted by x-coordinate.

Mao et al. [21] provided an exact algorithm for opt(P, k) that takes O(k2 log3 h) time,
assuming that the skyline is stored for binary searches, and an approximation with error of
ε in O(k log2 h log(T /ε)) time, where T is the distance between the extreme points of the
skyline. Again, if we start from P , we should add the time O(n log h) to both algorithms to
compute the skyline. The decision problem is solved in linear time in the work by Yin and
Wei and Liu [31], assuming that the skyline is available.

If the points on the skyline are collinear and sorted, we can compute opt(P, k) in linear
time using the algorithm of Frederickson [9, 10]. See [13] for a recent account that may
be easier to understand. The author believes that the same approach can be used to solve
opt(P, k) in linear time, once the skyline is available sorted. However, as the details in those
algorithms are very complicated, the author is reluctant to make a firm claim.
Our contribution We show that opt(P, k) can be solved in O(n log h) time. We provide a
quite simple algorithm for this. Compared to a possible adaptation of [9, 10], we get the
added value of simplicity within the same time bound that we need to compute the skyline
itself. If the skyline is already available, the running time becomes O(h log h). In all cases
we improve all previous works considering algorithms for the problem opt(P, k) explicitly
[7, 21, 27, 28].

At first, this may seem optimal because computing the skyline of P takes �(n log h)

time. However, do we really need to compute the skyline? After all, we only need to select
a particular subset of k points from the skyline, and this has a lower bound of �(n log k)

time, as mentioned above. We show that the decision problem for opt(P, k) can be solved in
O(n log k) time. This is asymptotically optimal if we want to find a solution because such a
solution has to find k points in sky(P). In fact, we show that with some additional prepro-
cessing we can solve several decision problems of the form: for a given λ, is it opt(P, k) ≤ λ

or opt(P, k) > λ? More precisely, for a given point set P and an integer κ = �(k2), we can
preprocess P using O(n log κ) time such that each subsequent decision problem for opt(P, k)

can be solved in O(k(n/κ) log κ) time. For example, taking κ = O(k2), this implies that
we can solve a sequence of O(k2) decision problems in O(n log k) time altogether, where
each value λ for a decision problem is available only after the previous decision problems
have been answered. (If all the values λ of all decision problems would be given at once,
this task is easier because we could make a binary search among those values to find the
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boundary between positive and negative answers.) We combine the decision problem with
parametric search and selection in sorted arrays to show that opt(P, k) can be solved in
O(n log k + n loglog n) time. This is asymptotically optimal whenever log k = �(loglog n),
if we want to find also an optimal solution.

Finally, we provide additional results for the case when k is very small. The driving
question here is, for example, how fast can we solve opt(P, 15). We show that a (1 + ε)-
approximation can be computed in O(kn + n loglog(1/ε)) time. We obtain this by finding a
2-approximation in O(kn) time and then making use of repetitive binary searches using the
decision problem.

Besides improving previous algorithms, we believe that the conceptual shift of solving
opt(P, k)without computing sky(P) explicitly is amain contribution of ourwork. This is also
the onlyway to get around the existing lower bound for computing sky(P). Nevertheless, even
when sky(P) is available, we improve previous works, with the possible exception of [9]. We
provide very detailed description of our algorithms to indicate that they are implementable.

We start the paper discussing in detail an optimal algorithm for computing the skyline in
O(n log h) time. The algorithm uses the techniques by Chan [4] to compute the convex hull
and the techniques by Nielsen [24] to compute the top-k skylines. We decided to provide a
self-contained presentation of this part. The purpose is two-fold. First, we believe that the
presentation of this part is didactic, slightly simpler than the presentation by Nielsen because
we try to solve a simpler problem, and may find interest within the community interested
in computing with skylines in the plane. Second, it provides the basic idea for our later
approach, and thus it should be discussed to some level of detail in any case. Most precisely,
in our approach we split P into t sets arbitrarily, compute the skyline of each of those subsets
separately, and use those skylines to compute certain points along sky(P), as we need them,
by merging information from the t skylines.
Organization of the paper In Sect. 2we provide some basic observations. In Sect. 3we explain
a simple, optimal algorithm to compute the skyline. Section 4 is devoted to the problem of
finding the skyline representatives through the computation of the skyline, while Sect. 5
looks at the problem without computing the skyline. Results for very small k are considered
in Sect. 6. We conclude in Sect. 7, where we also provide further research questions.

2 Basic tools

We are usually interested in the order of the points along the skyline sky(P). For this we store
the points of sky(P) sorted by increasing x-coordinate in an array. We could also use any
other data structure that allows us to make binary searches among the elements of sky(P),
such as a balanced binary search tree. Note that sorting sky(P) by x- or by (decreasing)
y-coordinate is equivalent.

Quite often we use an expression like “select the highest point among q1, . . . , qt , breaking
ties in favor of larger x(·)”. Thismeans that we take the point among q1, . . . , qt with largest y-
coordinate; ifmore points have the largest y-coordinate ymax, thenwe select among thosewith
y(qi ) = ymax the one with largest x-coordinate. This can be done iterating over i = 1, . . . , t ,
storing the best point q∗ so far, and updating

q∗ ← qi if and only if y(q∗) < y(qi ) or (y(q∗) = y(qi ) and x(q∗) < x(qi )).

This wording appears to take care of the cases where more points have the same x- or y-
coordinate. Let us explain an intuition that may help understanding how ties are broken.
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Conceptually, think that each point p = (x, y) ∈ P is replaced by the point pε = (x +
yε, y + xε) for an infinitesimally small ε > 0, and let Pε be the resulting point set. A point
p ∈ P belongs to sky(P) if and only if pε belongs to sky(Pε). Moreover, no two coordinates
are the same in Pε, if ε > 0 is sufficiently small. Thus, whenever we have to break ties, we
think what we would do for Pε .

For correctness and making binary searches we will often use the following monotonicity
property. The proof is folklore; see Dupin, Nielsen and Talbi [7] for a generalization to other
metrics.

Lemma 1 If p, q, r are points of sky(P) and x(p) < x(q) < x(r), then d(p, q) < d(p, r).

Proof From the hypothesis we have y(p) > y(q) > y(r) and therefore
(
d(p, q)

)2 = (
x(q) − x(p)

)2 + (
y(q) − y(p)

)2

<
(
x(r) − x(p)

)2 + (
y(r) − y(p)

)2 = (
d(p, r)

)2
.


�
A first consequence of this lemma is that any disk centered at a point of sky(P) contains

a contiguous subsequence of sky(P). In particular, if sky(P) is stored for binary searches
along x-coordinates, then we can perform binary searches to find the boundary elements of
sky(P) contained in any given disk centered at a point of sky(P). (The claim is not true for
disks centered at arbitrary points of P .)

For an x-coordinate x0 and a set of points Q, let succ(Q, x0) be the leftmost point of
Q in the open halfplane to the right of the vertical line x = x0. Similarly, we denote by
pred(Q, x0) the rightmost point of Q in the open halfplane to the left of the vertical line
x = x0. Thus

succ(Q, x0) = argmin{x(q) | q ∈ Q, x(q) > x0},
pred(Q, x0) = argmax{x(q) | q ∈ Q, x(q) < x0}.

We will use succ(Q, x0) and pred(Q, x0) when Q is a skyline; see Fig. 2. In our use we will
also take care that succ(Q, x0) and pred(Q, x0) are well-defined, meaning that there is some
point of Q on each side of the vertical line x = x0.

When Q is a skyline stored for binary searches along x-coordinates, the points succ(Q, x0)
and pred(Q, x0) can be obtained in O(log |Q|) time.

Looking into the case of skylines we can observe that

succ(sky(P), x0) = argmax{y(p) | p ∈ P, x(p) > x0},
breaking ties in favor of larger x(·),

while using y0 = max{y(p) | p ∈ P, x(p) ≥ x0} we have
pred(sky(P), x0) = argmax{x(p) | p ∈ P, y(p) > y0},

breaking ties in favor of larger y(·).
In several of our algorithms we will use a divide and conquer approach. The following

observation is one of the simple but key observations. See Fig. 2, right.

Lemma 2 Assume that P is the disjoint union of P1, . . . , Pt . For each real value x0, the
point succ(sky(P), x0) is the highest point among succ(sky(P1), x0), . . . , succ(sky(Pt ), x0),
breaking ties in favor of larger x(·). Moreover, if for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} the points of sky(Pi )
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Fig. 2 Left: succ(sky(P), x0) and pred(sky(P), x0) for a set of points P . Right: Computing succ(sky(P), x0)
and pred(sky(P), x0) when we have sky(P1), . . . , sky(Pt ) for P = P1 ∪ · · · ∪ Pt . The points q1, . . . , qt are
marked with empty squares

are sorted by x-coordinate for binary searches, then we can compute succ(sky(P), x0) in
O(t + ∑

i log |Pi |) time.

Proof The point succ(sky(P), x0) is the highest point of P in the halfplane x > x0, breaking
ties in favor of larger x(·). Since

y
(
succ(sky(P), x0)

) = max{y(p) | p ∈ P, x(p) > x0}
= max

i=1,...,t
max{y(pi ) | pi ∈ Pi , x(pi ) > x0}

= max
i=1,...,t

y
(
succ(sky(Pi ), x0)

)},

the claim about the characterization of succ(sky(P), x0) follows. The algorithmic claim is
obtained bymaking a binary search in each sky(Pi ) to obtain succ(sky(Pi ), x0) and choosing
the highest point; in case of ties we select the one with largest x-coordinate. 
�

We do not provide pseudocode for the simple algorithm of Lemma 2, but the idea will be
used inside pseudocode provided later.We also have the following tool, which is slightlymore
complicated. It tests whether a point belongs to the skyline and computes the predecessor.
Pseudocode under the name of TestSkylineAndPredecessor is described in Fig. 3.

Lemma 3 Assume that P is the disjoint union of P1, . . . , Pt and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}
the points of sky(Pi ) are sorted by x-coordinate for binary searches. For any point p ∈
P, the algorithm TestSkylineAndPredecessor solves the following two problems in O(t +∑

i log |Pi |) time:

• decide whether p ∈ sky(P);
• compute pred(sky(P), x(p)).

Proof For each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} we use a binary search along sky(Pi ) to find the point pi of
sky(Pi ) with smallest x-coordinate among those with x(p) ≥ x(pi ). Let p0 be the highest
point among p1, . . . , pt , breaking ties in favor of those with larger x-coordinate. Note that
p0 is the highest point of sky(P) in x ≥ x(p); the proof of Lemma 2 can be trivially adapted
for this. The point p is in sky(P) if and only if p = p0.

Computing pred(P, x(p)) is similar to computing succ(P, x(p)), if we exchange the roles
of x and y-coordinates. See Fig. 2, right, for an example. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, we use a
binary search along sky(Pi ) with respect to the y-coordinate and key y(p0), to find the point
qi ∈ sky(Pi ) with smallest y-coordinate among those with y(qi ) > y(p0). The point among
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Fig. 3 Algorithm described in Lemma 3 for testing whether p ∈ sky(P) and computing pred(sky(P), x(p))

q1, . . . , qt with largest x-coordinate (and breaking ties in favor of the largest y-coordinate)
is pred(sky(P), x(p)). (As seen in the example of Fig. 2, right, pred(sky(P), x(p)) is not
necessarily any of the points among pred(sky(P1), x(p)), . . . , pred(sky(Pt ), x(p)).)

Algorithm TestSkylineAndPredecessor implements the idea of this proof. 
�

3 Computing the skyline optimally

In this section we show that the skyline of a set P of n points can be computed in O(n log h),
where h = | sky(P)|. The algorithm is simple and reuses the ideas exploited by Chan [4]
and Nielsen [24]. We include it because of its simplicity and because we will modify it later
on. Compared to Nielsen [24], our algorithm is slightly simpler because we are computing a
slightly simpler object.

It is well-known and very easy to see that sky(P) can be computed in O(n log n) time.
Indeed, we just need to sort the points lexicographically: a point p precedes a point q if
x(p) < x(q) or if x(p) = x(q) and y(p) < y(q). Then we make a pass over the reversed
list of sorted points, and maintain the point with largest y(·) scanned so far. The skyline of
P is the list of local maxima we had during the procedure. See Fig. 4 for the idea. Details
are given as Algorithm SlowComputeSkyline in Fig. 5. Note that the lexicographic order is
important for correctness: if two points pi and pi−1 have the same x-coordinate, then the
point pi has larger y-coordinate and thus pi−1 does not make it to the skyline. We will be
using that sky(P) is returned sorted by x-coordinate.

We now describe the algorithm computing sky(P) in O(n log h) time. The core of the
procedure is a subroutine, called ComputeSkylineBounded and described in Fig. 6, that takes
as input P and an integer value parameter s ≥ 1. The subroutine returns sky(P)when h ≤ s,
and a warning “incomplete”, when h > s. The role of s is that of a rough guess for the size
of sky(P).

The idea of the subroutine ComputeSkylineBounded is as follows. First we compute
a value M that is an upper bound on the absolute values of all coordinates. We will use
the points (−M, M) and (M,−M) as dummy points to avoid having boundary cases. Let
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Fig. 4 Idea in
SlowComputeSkyline

Fig. 5 Algorithm to compute sky(P) in O(n log n) time

P̃ = P ∪ {(−M, M), (M,−M)}. We split P arbitrarily into t ≈ n/s groups of points,
P1, . . . , Pt , each with roughly s points, and add the dummy points (−M, M) and (M,−M)

to each group Pi . We then compute the skyline of each group Pi using an algorithmwith time
complexity O(n log n), for example SlowComputeSkyline. Each outcome sky(Pi ) is stored
in an array sorted by increasing x-coordinate, so that we can perform binary searches along
sky(Pi ).

Now we can compute sky(P̃) = sky(P) ∪ {(−M, M), (M,−M)}. Assuming that we
are at a point p of sky(P̃), we can compute the next point p′ = succ(sky(P̃), x(p)) along
sky(P̃) by taking the highest among succ(sky(P1), x(p)), . . . , succ(sky(Pt ), x(p)); ties are
broken by taking the point with largest x-coordinate. The correctness of this is formalized in
Lemma 2. The procedure is started from the dummy point (−M, M), and iteratively compute
the next point s times. If at some point we reach the dummy point (M,−M), we know that
we computed the whole sky(P) (we do not report (−M, M) and (M,−M) as part of the
output). If after s + 1 iterations we did not arrive to the dummy point (M,−M), then we
have computed at least s + 1 points of sky(P) and correctly conclude that | sky(P)| > s.

Lemma 4 Algorithm ComputeSkylineBounded has the following properties:

• ComputeSkylineBounded(P, s) returns sky(P), if | sky(P)| ≤ s,
• ComputeSkylineBounded(P, s) returns “incomplete”, if | sky(P)| > s,
• ComputeSkylineBounded(P, s) takes O(n log s) time.

Proof Because of Lemma 2, in lines 11-13 we correctly replace p by succ(sky(P̃), x(p)) in
each iteration of the repeat loop. If we reach p = (M,−M) at some point, then we know
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Fig. 6 Algorithm to compute sky(P) in O(n log s) time, if h ≤ s

that we computed the whole sky(P). If after s +1 iterations we did not reach p = (M,−M),
then we computed s + 1 points of sky(P) and the algorithm returns “incomplete”.

It remains to bound the running time. For each Pi we spend O(s log s) time to compute
sky(Pi ). This means that we spend O((n/s) · s log s) = O(n log s) time to compute all
sky(P1), . . . , sky(Pt ). In each iteration of the repeat loop we make O(t) = O(n/s) binary
searches among O(s) elements, because each Si has O(|Pi |) = O(s) elements. Thus, in one
iterationwe compute the points p1, . . . , pt in O(t log s) = O((n/s) log s) time, and selecting
p then takes additional O(n/s) time. We conclude that each iteration takes O((n/s) log s)
time, and since there are s + 1 iterations, the time bound follows. 
�

Note that Algorithm ComputeSkylineBounded can also be used to decide whether h ≤ s
for a given s in O(n log s) time.

To compute the skylinewemake repetitive use ofComputeSkylineBounded(P, s) increas-
ing the value of s doubly exponentially: if s is too small, we reset s to the value s2, and try
again. The intuition is that we want to make an exponential search for the value log h using
terms of the form log s. Thus, when we are not successful in computing the whole skyline
because s < h, we want to set s to double the value of log s. See the algorithm OptimalCom-
puteSkyline in Fig. 7.

Theorem 5 The skyline of a set of n points can be computed in O(n log h) time, where h is
the number of points in the skyline.

Proof Consider the algorithm OptimalComputeSkyline in Fig. 7. In the calls to
ComputeSkylineBounded(P, s) we have s of the form 22

r
for r = 1, 2, 3 . . . , until h ≤ 22

r
.
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Fig. 7 Algorithm to compute sky(P) in O(n log h) time

Thus, we finish when r = �log2(log2 h)� and s1/2 < h ≤ s. Thus the algorithm uses

�log2(log2 h)�∑

r=1

O(n log 22
r
) =

�log2(log2 h)�∑

r=1

O(n2r ) = O
(
n2�log2(log2 h)�) = O(n log h)

time. 
�
A bit of thought shows that the exponent 2 in Line 5 of OptimalComputeSkyline can be

replaced by any constant larger than 1. Thus, we could replace it by s ← s3, for example.

4 Optimization via computation of the skyline

In this sectionwe show how to solve the problem opt(P, k) in O(n log h) time, independently
of the value of k. First we show how to solve the decision problem in linear time, assuming
that sky(P) is available, and then consider the optimization problem.

4.1 Decision problem

Assume that sky(P) is already available and sorted by increasing x-coordinate.
For any point p ∈ sky(P) and any λ ≥ 0, the next relevant point for p with respect to λ,

denoted by nrp(p, λ), is the point q of sky(P) that is furthest from p subject to the constraints
that d(p, q) ≤ λ and x(q) ≥ x(p). See Fig. 8. Note that the next relevant point may be p
itself, as it may be the only point of sky(P) that satisfies the conditions. Because of the
monotonicity property of Lemma 1, we can find nrp(p, λ) scanning sky(P) from p onwards;
the running time is proportional to the number of points of sky(P) between p and nrp(p, λ).
(One could also use an exponential search, which is significantly better when k � h.)

For a given λ ≥ 0 we can decide in O(h) time whether opt(P, k) ≤ λ. The idea is a simple
greedy approach that is used for several other “1-dimensional” problems: we iteratively
compute next relevant points to compute the centers. Detailed pseudocode is in Fig. 9.

Lemma 6 Given a skyline S sorted by x-coordinate, an integer k and a value λ, we can decide
in O(h) time whether opt(S, k) ≤ λ.

Proof Consider the algorithm DecisionSkyline1 in Fig. 9. The input is an array S[1 . . . h]
describing the skyline sorted by x-coordinate.We use an index i that scans the skyline S[. . . ].
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Fig. 8 The next relevant point for
p with respect to λ is indicated
with a squared mark

At the ath iteration of the for-loop, we have an index �a and we find the largest indices ca, ra

such that S[ca] = nrp(S[�a], λ) and S[ra] = nrp(S[ca], λ). (We use �a , ca and ra because
of left, center and right for the ath cluster.)

With a simple inductive argument we have the following property: after a iterations of
the for-loop, the index i is the maximum index with the property that S[1 . . . (i − 1)] can be
covered with a disks of radius λ centered at points of S.

The procedure finishes when we use k centers but the last cluster does not cover S[h]
because rk < h, or when we use at most k centers and we are covering S[ra] = S[h] because
i = h + 1. In the former case we have opt(S, k) > λ, while in the latter case we have
opt(S, k) ≤ λ and output has the list of centers.

The running time is O(h) because the index i only increases and between consecutive
increases we spend O(1) time. 
�

4.2 Optimization problem

Let us turn our attention now to the optimization problem of computing opt(P, k) and an
optimal solution.

We start computing sky(P) explicitly and storing it in an array S[1 . . . h] sorted by
increasing x-coordinate. This takes O(n log h) time using the optimal algorithm presented
in Theorem 5 or the algorithms in [17, 24].

Consider the h × h matrix A defined by

[A]i, j =
{

d(S[i], S[ j]) if i < j,

−d(S[i], S[ j]) if i ≥ j .

Lemma 1 implies that A is a sorted matrix: each row has increasing values and each col-
umn has decreasing values. The matrix A is not constructed explicitly, but we work with it
implicitly.

Note that opt(P, k) is one of the (non-negative) entries of A because opt(P, k) is an
interpoint distance between points in sky(P). We perform a binary search among the entries
of A to find the smallest entryλ∗ in A such that opt(P, k) ≤ λ∗.We then have opt(P, k) = λ∗.

To perform the binary search, we use an algorithm for the selection problem in sets of
real numbers: given a set A and a natural number a with 1 ≤ a ≤ |A|, we have to return
the element with rank a when A is sorted non-decreasingly. Frederickson and Johnson [12,
Theorem 1] show that the selection problem for the entries of a sorted matrix A of size h × h
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Fig. 9 Decision algorithm for testing whether opt(S, k) ≤ λ. The index a is superfluous but helps analyzing
the algorithm

can be solved in O(h) time looking at O(h) entries of A. This means that, for any given a
with 1 ≤ a ≤ h2, we can select in O(h) time the ath element of the entries of A.

This implies that we can make a binary search among the elements of A without con-
structing A explicitly. More precisely, we make O(log(h2)) = O(log h) iterations of the
binary search, where at each iteration we select the ath element λa in A, for a chosen a, and
solve the decision problem in O(h) time using Lemma 6. In total we spend O(h log h) time.
It is easy to obtain an optimal solution once we have λ∗ = opt(P, k) = opt(S, k) by calling
DecisionSkyline1(S, λ∗). We summarize.

Theorem 7 Given a set P of n points in the plane and an integer parameter k ≤ h, we can
compute in O(n log h) time opt(P, k) and an optimal solution, where h is the number of
points in the skyline sky(P). If sky(P) is already available, then opt(P, k) and an optimal
solution can be found in O(h log h) time.

An alternative approach is explained and justified in detail in Frederickson and Zhou [13,
Lemma 2.1]. The bottom line is that we can perform a binary search in A using O(h) time
and looking at O(h) entries in A, plus the time needed to solve O(log h) decision problems.
We provide a high-level description and refer to [13] for the details, including pseudocode.
The algorithm is iterative and maintains a family A of submatrices of A. We start with
A = {A}. At the start of each iteration we have a family A of submatrices of A that may
contain the value λ∗, are pairwise disjoint, and have all the same size. In an iteration, we
divide each submatrix in A into four submatrices of the same size, and perform two pruning
steps, each using a median computation and solving a decision problem. At each iteration
the size of the submatrices in A halves in each dimension and the number of submatrices in
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A at most doubles. After O(log h) iterations, the family A contains O(h) matrices of size
1 × 1, and we can perform a traditional binary search among those values. Actually, the
algorithm of Frederickson and Johnson [12] for the selection problem follows very much the
same paradigm, where a counter is used instead of a decision problem.

Both papers [12, 13] include pseudocode. For a practical implementation it is probably
better to replace the deterministic linear-time computation ofmedians by a simple randomized
linear-time computation [6, Section 2.4].

5 Optimization without computation of the skyline

Wenowdescribe another algorithm for the decision problem and for the optimization problem
where we do not have sky(P) available, and we do not compute it.

5.1 Decision problem

Assume that we are given P , a positive integer k and a real value λ ≥ 0. We want to decide
whether opt(P, k) ≤ λ.

We use the same idea that was exploited in the algorithm ComputeSkylineBounded. We
split the point set arbitrarily into groups and compute the skyline of each group. Then we
note that we can use a binary search along the skyline of each group to find the next relevant
point on the skyline of each group. First we provide a simple technical lemma and then show
how to compute the next relevant point along sky(P). Details are provided as algorithm
NextRelevantPoint in Fig. 12.

In our discussion we will be using the infinite curve α(p, λ) obtained by concatenating
the infinite upward vertical ray from p + (λ, 0), the circular arc centered at p and radius
λ from p + (λ, 0) to p + (0,−λ) clockwise, and the vertical downward infinite ray from
p + (0,−λ). See Fig. 10.

Lemma 8 Given a skyline Q sorted by x-coordinate such that Q has points on both sides of
α(p, λ), we can compute in O(log |Q|) time the point with maximum x-coordinate among
the points of Q lying to the left of α(p, λ) and and the point with minimum x-coordinate
among the points lying to the right of α(p, λ).

Proof Note that the set of points from Q to the left ofα(p, λ) forms a contiguous subsequence
of Q (sorted by x-coordinate). Moreover, for any point q , we can decide in constant time
whether it is to the left or the right of α(p, λ). Thus, we can perform a binary search along
Q to find where the change occurs. 
�
Lemma 9 Assume that P is split into P1, . . . Pt , and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} the points of
sky(Pi ) are sorted by x-coordinate for binary searches. Let p be a point of sky(P). Then we
can find the next relevant point nrp(p, λ) in O(t + ∑

i log |Pi |) time.

Proof For each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, let qi and q ′
i be the points along sky(Pi ) immediately before

and after α(p, λ), respectively. The points qi , q ′
i can be computed with a binary search in

O(log |Pi |) time; see Lemma 8.
Let q and q ′ be the points of sky(P) immediately before and after α(p, λ), respectively.

The task is to find q = nrp(p, λ). Let γ be the L-shaped curve connecting q to (x(q), y(q ′))
and then to q ′. See Fig. 11. Let Pi be the group that contains q and let Pj be the group that
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Fig. 10 The curve α(p, λ)

Fig. 11 Cases in the proof of Lemma 9; the shaded region is empty of points. Left: the case when the segment
connecting (x(q), y(q ′)) to q ′ crosses α(p, λ). Right: the case when the segment connecting q to (x(q), y(q ′))
crosses α(p, λ)

contains q ′. If the horizontal segment connecting (x(q), y(q ′)) to q ′ crosses α(p, λ), then q ′
is the highest point to the right of α(p, λ) (breaking ties in favor of larger x-coordinates). It
follows that q ′ = q ′

j and moreover q ′ is the highest point among q ′
1, . . . , q ′

t (breaking ties in
favor of larger x-coordinates). If the vertical segment connecting q to (x(q), y(q ′)) crosses
α(p, λ), then there is no point of P to the right of x = x(q) and to the left of α(p, λ). If
follows that q = qi and moreover q is the rightmost point among q1, . . . , qt (breaking ties
in favor of larger y-coordinates).

We have seen that q is the rightmost point among q1, . . . , qt (breaking ties in favor of
larger y(·)) or q ′ is the highest point among q ′

1, . . . , q ′
t , (breaking ties in favor of larger x(·)),

or both. As it can be seen in the examples of Fig. 11, it may be that only one of the claims is
true.
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Fig. 12 Algorithm to find the next relevant point using sky(P1), . . . , sky(Pt )

Algorithmically we proceed as follows, using Lemmas 2 and 3 for some of the computa-
tions. We set q0 to be the rightmost point among q1, . . . , qt (breaking ties in favor of larger
y(·)) and q ′

0 to be highest point among q ′
1, . . . , q ′

t (breaking ties in favor of larger x(·)). Using
Lemma 3 we check whether q ′

0 belongs to sky(P). If q ′
0 belongs to sky(P), then we have

q ′ = q ′
0 and return pred(sky(P), x(q ′

0)), where we use Lemma 3 to compute pred( ). If q ′
0

does not belong to sky(P), then we have q = q0 and return q0. Details are provided in the
algorithm NextRelevantPoint of Fig. 12. 
�

Now we can solve the decision problem using at most 2k calls to the function that finds
the next relevant point. As we did in previous cases, we add dummy points to avoid boundary
cases where the binary searches would have to return null pointers. Details are provided as
algorithm DecisionSkyline2 in Fig. 13

For later use, we distinguish a preprocessing part, which is independent of λ and k, and
a decision part that depends on λ and k. Indeed, later on we will be using the preprocessing
once and the decision part multiple times.

Lemma 10 Given a set P of n points and an integer parameter κ ≤ n, we can preprocess P
in O(n log κ) time such that, for any given real value λ ≥ 0 and any positive integer k, we
can decide in O(k(n/κ) log κ) time whether opt(P, k) ≤ λ.

Proof See DecisionSkyline2 in Fig. 13. Lines 1–11 correspond to the preprocessing, inde-
pendent of λ and k, while lines 12–27 correspond to the decision problem. The running time
for the preprocessing is O(n + ∑

i |Pi | log |Pi |) = O(n + (n/κ)κ log κ) = O(n log κ). In
the decision part we perform at most k iterations, where each iteration takes O(t) = O(n/κ)

time plus the time for O(1) calls to NextRelevantPoint (Lemma 9) with t = O(n/κ). Thus,
each query takes O(k) · (O(n/κ)+ O((n/κ) log κ)

)
time. The claim about the running times

follow.
Regarding correctness, the same argument that was used in the proof of Lemma 6 applies.

At the end of the ath iteration of the for-loop of lines 17–26 we have the following properties:

• the points c1, . . . , ca, �1, . . . , �a, r1, . . . ra belong to sky(P);
• the point ra is the rightmost point of sky(P) with the property that the portion of sky(P)

in x ≤ x(ra) can be covered with a disks of radius λ centered at points of sky(P);
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Fig. 13 Decision algorithm for testing whether opt(P, k) ≤ λ. The index a is superfluous but helps analyzing
the algorithm

• the disks centered at c1, . . . , ca cover the portion of sky(P) in x ≤ x(ra).

This claim holds by induction because NextRelevantPoint(p, λ) computes nrp(p, λ) ∈
sky(P) whenever p ∈ sky(P); see Lemma 9. 
�

Setting κ = k in Lemma10weobtain one of ourmain results, wherewe see that computing
the skyline, which takes O(n log h) time, is not needed to solve the decision problem. The
result is relevant when log k = o(log h); for example, when k = log h.

Theorem 11 Given a set P of n points in the plane, a positive integer parameter k and a real
value λ ≥ 0, we can decide in O(n log k) time whether opt(P, k) ≤ λ.

Proof We use the Algorithm of Lemma 10, which is actually DecisionSkyline2 in Fig. 13,
with κ = k. The preprocessing takes O(n log k) and deciding (the unique) λ takes
O(k(n/k) log k) = O(n log k) time. 
�
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5.2 Optimization problem

Now we turn to the optimization problem. We use the paradigm of parametric search; see
for example [13, 22, 29]. Our presentation can be understood without a previous knowledge
of the technique.

For convenience we set λ∗ = opt(P, k).
We simulate running the decision algorithm DecisionSkyline2, analyzed in Lemma 10,

for the unknown value λ∗. Whenever we run into a computation that depends on the value
of λ∗, we apply a binary search to find an interval (λ1, λ2] with the following properties:
(i) (λ1, λ2] contains λ∗, and (ii) the next step of the algorithm would be the same for any
λ ∈ (λ1, λ2]. We can then perform the next step of the algorithm for λ∗ as we would perform
it for λ2.

For the binary search we will use the following simple algorithm to select the element
with a given rank in a collection of sorted arrays. As discussed in the proof, the lemma is not
optimal but it suffices for our purpose and its proof is simple enough to implement it.

Lemma 12 Assume that we have t arrays S1, . . . , St , each with numbers sorted increasingly.
Set S to be the union of the elements in S1, . . . , St and let n be the number of elements in the
union. For any given value λ∗, we can find λ′ = min{x ∈ S | x ≥ λ∗} in O(t log2 n) time
plus the time needed to perform O(log n) comparisons between an element of S and λ∗.

Proof We use a recursive algorithm. For simplicity we describe the algorithm assuming
that the elements of S1, . . . , St are pairwise different. Breaking ties systematically we can
assume this; for example replacing each element Si [ j]with the triple (Si [ j], i, j) andmaking
comparisons lexicographically. We keep an active contiguous portion of each Si ; we store
it using indices to indicate which subarray is active. Thus, the recursive calls only takes 2t
indices as input.

Let mi be the median of the active subarray of Si ; assign weight wi to mi , where wi is
the number of active elements in Si . We can find mi and wi in O(1) time using arithmetic
of indices. We select the weighted median M of m1, . . . , mt in O(t) time. We compare M
against λ∗ to decide whether λ∗ ≤ M or M < λ∗. If λ∗ ≤ M , then we clip the active part of
each subarray Si to the elements at most M . If M < λ∗, then we clip the active part of each
subarray Si to the elements at least M . Then we call recursively to search for λ∗ in the active
subarrays.

Note that at some point the active subarray of an array may be empty. This does not
affect the approach; we just skip that subarray (or use weight 0 for that). Clipping one single
subarray can be done in O(log n) time using a binary search. Each call to the function takes
O(t log n) time, plus one comparison between an element of S and λ∗, plus the time for
recursive calls. Since at each call we reduce the size of the active arrays by at least 1/4, we
make O(log n) recursive calls. The result follows.

It should be noted that there is also a very simple randomized solution that probably works
better in practice: at each iteration choose one entry uniformly at random among all active
subarrays of the arrays, compare the chosen element to λ∗, and clip the active subarrays
accordingly. One can do faster deterministically [11, 12, 16], but it does not matter in our
application. 
�

We next provide the parametric version of Lemma 9; the algorithm ParamNextRelevant-
Point in Fig. 14 is the parametric counterpart of algorithm NextRelevantPoint.

Lemma 13 Assume that P is split into P1, . . . Pt , and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} the points of
sky(Pi ) are sorted by x-coordinate for binary searches. For any given point p ∈ sky(P) we
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Fig. 14 Algorithm to find the next relevant point for the unknown λ∗ using sky(P1), . . . , sky(Pt )

can compute the next relevant point nrp(p, λ∗) in O(t log2 n) time plus the time needed to
solve O(log n) decision problems, without knowing λ∗.

Proof Consider the algorithm ParamNextRelevantPoint given in Fig. 14. The input sky(Pi )

is stored in an array Si [1 . . . hi ]. In line 3 we perform a binary search along Si [. . . ] to find
the index ai such that Si [ai , . . . , hi ] contains the points in x ≥ x(p).

Let � = {d(p, q) | q ∈ sky(P), x(p) ≤ x(q)} and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} let �i =
{d(p, q) | q ∈ sky(Pi ), x(p) ≤ x(q)}. Obviously we have � ⊆ ⋃

i �i and 0 ∈ �. The sets
� and �i are not constructed explicitly, but are manipulated implicitly.

The boundary cases, when λ∗ = 0 = min� and when λ∗ > max�, are treated in lines
5–11. In the remaining case we have 0 < λ∗ ≤ max�.

Consider any index i ∈ {1, . . . , t}. Since p ∈ sky(P), the point p also belongs to sky(Pi ∪
{p}). From Lemma 1 we then obtain that the distances from p increase along sky(Pi ), if we
restrict to the right of the vertical line x = x(p). It follows that

∀ j, j ′ with ai ≤ j < j ′ ≤ hi : d(p, Si [ j]) < d(p, Si [ j ′]).
In short, the values of �i , which are of the form d(p, q), are sorted increasingly when q
iterates over Si [ai , . . . , hi ].

Since � ⊆ ⋃
i �i , we can perform a binary search in the union of the t sorted lists

�1, . . . , �t to find the smallest element λ′ of
⋃

i �i with λ∗ ≤ λ′. The next relevant point
from p for λ∗ and for λ′ is the same. Thus, we can return the next relevant point for λ′.

To analyze the running time, we note that lines 1–5 perform O(t) binary searches, each
with a running time of O(log n), and some other operations using O(t) time. Thus, this part
takes O(t log n) time. In lines 8–11 we are making two calls to the decision problem plus
O(1) time. In lines 12-13 we use Lemma 12, which takes O(t log2 n) time plus the time
needed to solve O(log n) decision problems. 
�
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Fig. 15 Algorithm to find an optimal solution to opt(P, k). The index a is superfluous but helps analyzing the
algorithm

Theorem 14 Given a set P of n points in the plane and an integer parameter k, we can
compute opt(P, k) and an optimal solution in O(n log k + n loglog n) time.

Proof If k ≥ n1/4, then log k = �(log n) and we can use Theorem 7 to obtain an algorithm
with running time O(n log h) = O(n log n) = O(n log k).

For the case k < n1/4, we consider the algorithm ParametricSearchAlgorithm given in
Fig. 15. In lines 1–12 we make exactly the same preprocessing as in the algorithm Deci-
sionSkyline2 with κ = k3 log2 n ≤ n. As stated in Lemma 10, the preprocessing takes
O(n log κ) = O(n(log k + loglog n)) time and each subsequent decision problem can be
solved in time

O(k(n/κ) log κ) = O(k(n/k3 log2 n)(log k + loglog n)) = O(n/k log n).

The rest of the algorithm, lines 13–25, follows the paradigm of the decision part of
DecisionSkyline2. We make k iterations, where at the ath iteration we compute points
�a, ca, ra ∈ sky(P) such that ca = nrp(�a, λ∗) and ra = nrp(ca, λ∗). The point �a+1 is
then set to be the point after ra along sky(P).
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We are making O(k) calls to the function ParamNextRelevantPoint and, as shown in
Lemma 13, each of them takes O(t log2 n) time plus the time needed to solve O(log n)

decision problems. In total we spend in all calls to ParamNextRelevantPoint

O(k) · (
O((n/k3 log2 n) log2 n) + O(log n) · O(n/k log n)

) = O(n)

time. In lines 21-23 we spend additional O(k) · O(t log κ) = O(n) time. The claim about
the running time follows.

Correctness follows the same line of thought as for algorithm DecisionSkyline2 (see
Lemma 10), using that ParamNextRelevantPoint correctly finds nrp(p, λ∗) for the unknown
value λ∗ = opt(P, k).

Note that the algorithm finds an optimal solution, but, as written, does not return the value
opt(P, k). Assuming, for simplicity, that the returned solution has k points (it could have
fewer), we then have

opt(P, k) = ψ(P, {c1, . . . , ck}) = max
( ⋃

a=1,...,k

{d(ca, �a), d(ca, ra)}).

This quantity can be computed through the iterations of the for-loop. 
�

6 Algorithms for very small k

In this section we show that the problem opt(P, k = 1) can be solved in linear time; note that
for this running time we cannot afford to construct the skyline explicitly. We also provide a
(1 + ε)-approximation for opt(P, k) that is fast when k is very small. The main tool is the
following result.

Lemma 15 Let P be a set of n points in the plane and let p0 and q0 be two distinct points
of sky(P) with x(p0) < x(q0). Consider the portion of the skyline S′ = {p ∈ sky(P) |
x(p0) ≤ x(p) ≤ x(q0)}; this portion or the whole skyline is not available. In O(n) time we
can compute points r∗ and r ′∗ of S′ such that

r∗ = arg min
p∈S′ max{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)} and r ′∗ = argmax

p∈S′ min{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)}.

Proof We can assume that all the points p of P have x(p0) ≤ x(p) ≤ x(q0) because other
points can be ignored. Let β be the bisector of p0q0; note that β has positive slope and is
not vertical. Let p′ be the point of sky(P) to the left of or on β with largest x-coordinate.
Let q ′ be the point of sky(P) to the right of β with smallest x-coordinate. We show that
{r∗, r ′∗} ⊆ {p′, q ′} and that p′, q ′ can be computed in linear time. The result follows because
we can just evaluate max{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)} and min{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)} for p = p′ and
p = q ′ and select the best.

First we show that r∗ = p′ or r∗ = q ′. Consider any point p ∈ S′ with x(p) < x(p′); we
then have x(p0) ≤ x(p) < x(p′). Because of Lemma 1 and because p, p′ are to the left of
the bisector β we have

max{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)} = d(p, q0) > d(p′, q0) = max{d(p′, p0), d(p′, q0)},
which means that p cannot be the optimal point r∗. A symmetric argument shows that any
point p ∈ S′ with x(q ′) < x(p) ≤ x(q0) cannot be optimal. We conclude that r∗ is p′ or
q ′. A similar argument shows that r ′∗ is also p′ or q ′. Indeed, for any point p ∈ S′ with
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Fig. 16 Cases in the proof of Lemma 15; the shaded region is empty of points. Left: the case when the segment
connecting p′ to (x(p′), y(q ′)) crosses β; the square represents a point showing that sometimes q1 /∈ sky(P).
Right: the case when the segment connecting (x(p′), y(q ′)) to q ′ crosses β; the square represents a point
showing that sometimes p1 /∈ sky(P)

x(p0) ≤ x(p) < x(p′) we have

min{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)} = d(p, p0) < d(p′, p0) = min{d(p′, p0), d(p′, q0)},
and the argument for p ∈ S′ with x(q ′) < x(p) ≤< x(q0) is similar.

It remains to explain how to compute p′ and q ′ in linear time. Let p1 be the point to the
left of or on β with largest x-coordinate (breaking ties in favor of larger y-coordinate), and
let q1 be the point to the right of β with largest y-coordinate (breaking ties in favor of larger
x-coordinate).

The same argument that was used in the proof of Lemma 9 shows that p1 ∈ sky(P) or
q1 ∈ sky(P) (or both). We repeat the argument to make the proof self-contained. See Fig. 16
Consider the last point p′ ∈ sky(P) to the left of or on β and the first point q ′ ∈ sky(P) to
the right of β. Define γ as the L-shape curve connecting p′ to (x(p′), y(q ′)) and to q ′. If γ

crosses β at the vertical segment connecting p′ to (x(p′), y(q ′)), then the point p′ has to be
the rightmost point to the left of or on β and thus p′ = p1. If γ crosses β at the horizontal
segment connecting (x(p′), y(q ′)) to q ′, then q ′ has to be the topmost point to the right of β

and thus q ′ = q1.
We check whether q1 belongs to sky(P) in linear time. Checking this amounts to checking

whether y(q1) is the unique maximum among y(q) for all the points q ∈ P with x(q1) ≤
x(q) ≤ x(q0). If q1 ∈ sky(P), then it must be q1 = q ′ and we can compute p′ using that

x(p′) = max{x(p) | x(p) < x(q1), y(p) > y(q1)}
If q1 /∈ sky(P), we infer that p1 ∈ sky(P) and thus p′ = p1. We can compute the point

q ′ using that

y(q ′) = max{y(p) | x(p1) < x(p)}.
The whole procedure to find p′ and q ′, as described, can be implemented to take linear

time because we only need O(1) scans of the point set P . 
�
The 1-center problem can be solved in linear time using Lemma 15.

Theorem 16 Given a set P of n points in the plane, we can compute in O(n) time opt(P, 1)
and an optimal solution.

Proof Let p0 be the point with largest y-coordinate (breaking ties in favor of larger x-
coordinate) and let q0 be the point with the largest x-coordinate (breaking ties in favor of
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larger y-coordinate). The points p0 and q0 are the extreme points of sky(P). Note that for
each point p ∈ sky(P)we haveψ({p}, P) = max{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)} because of Lemma 1.

If p0 = q0, we return p0 as the solution, which has cost 0. If p0 �= q0, we apply Lemma 15
to compute

r∗ = arg min
p∈sky(P)

max{d(p, p0), d(p, q0)} = arg min
p∈sky(P)

ψ({p}, P)

in linear time, and return r∗. 
�
We next provide a 2-approximation for opt(P, k) that is relevant when k is very small. As

soon as k = �(loglog n), Theorem 14 is better, as it can compute an optimal solution.

Lemma 17 Given a set P of n points in the plane and a positive integer k, we can compute
in O(kn) time a feasible solution Q ⊆ sky(P) with at most k points such that ψ(Q, P) ≤
2 · opt(P, k). In the same time bound we also get ψ(Q, P).

Proof We assume k ≥ 2 because the case k = 1 is covered by Theorem 16.
Let p0 be the point with largest y-coordinate (breaking ties in favor of larger x-coordinate)

and let q0 be the point with the largest x-coordinate (breaking ties in favor of larger y-
coordinate). The points p0 and q0 are the extreme points of sky(P).

Set c1 = p0, c2 = q0, and for i = 3, . . . k, let ci be the point of sky(P) that is furthest
from c1, . . . , ci−1. A classical result by Gonzalez [14] included in textbooks (for example
[30, Section 2.2]) shows that C = {c1, . . . , ck} is a 2-approximation: we have ψ(C, P) ≤
2 · opt(P, k).

The points in C can be computed iteratively in O(kn) time as follows. Assume that we
computed c1, . . . , ci and we want to compute ci+1. The vertical lines though c1, . . . ci split
the region x(p0) ≤ x ≤ x(q0) into slabs. Wemaintain for each slab σ the points of P that are
inside σ . For each slab σ , let c(σ ) ∈ {c1, . . . , ci } be the point that defines its left boundary
and let c′(σ ) ∈ {c1, . . . , ci } be the point defining its right boundary. Obviously x(c) < x(c′).
We can use Lemma 15 to compute the point

r ′∗(σ ) = arg max
p∈sky(P)∩σ

min{d(p, c(σ )), d(p, c′(σ ))}.

Because of Lemma 1, for each slab σ and each p ∈ sky(P) ∩ σ we have

max{d(p, c1), d(p, c2), . . . , d(p, ci )} = max{d(p, c(σ )), d(p, c′(σ )).

If follows that the point ci+1 has to be one of the points r ′∗(σ ), where σ iterates over all slabs
defined by c1, . . . , ci . Thus we take ci+1 to be the point achieving the maximum

max
r ′∗(σ )

min{d(r ′∗(σ ), c(σ )), d(r ′∗(σ ), c′(σ ))}.

Let σ ∗ be the slab defining ci+1; thus ci+1 = r ′∗(σ ∗). Then the slab σ ∗ has to be split into
two subslabswith the vertical line x = x(ci+1), and the points of P∩σ ∗ have to be rearranged
into the two new subslabs. Since the slabs are interior disjoint, the use of Lemma 15 over all
slabs takes linear time. The rest of the work to compute ci+1 and update the split of P into
slabs also takes linear time. We conclude that the construction of C takes O(kn) time.

Note that with an extra round, we can compute within each slab the point that is furthest
from any point of C . This would be the steps to compute ck+1. Computing the distance from
ck+1 to C we obtain ψ(C, P). 
�

Froma2-approximationwe can compute a (1+ε)-approximation using binary search. This
is relevant when k = o(loglog n), as otherwise Theorem 14 computes an optimal solution.
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Theorem 18 Given a set P of n points in the plane, a positive integer k and a real value ε

with 0 < ε < 1, we can compute in O(kn + n loglog(1/ε)) time a feasible solution Q with
at most k points such that ψ(Q, P) ≤ (1 + ε) opt(P, k).

Proof We use Lemma 17 to compute a value λ such that λ ≤ 2 opt(P, k) ≤ 2λ. This takes
O(kn) time. Then we perform a binary search among the O(1/ε) values

λ, λ + ελ
2 , λ + 2 ελ

2 , λ + 3 ελ
2 , λ + 4 ελ

2 , . . . , ≈ 2λ

to find the index j such that

λ + ( j − 1) ελ
2 < opt(P, k) ≤ λ + j ελ

2 .

For this we have to solve O(log(1/ε)) decision problems. Once we have the index j , we
solve the decision problem for λ + j ελ

2 and return the feasible solution Q that we obtain.
This is a (1 + ε) approximation because

ψ(Q, P) ≤ λ + j ελ
2 =

(
λ + ( j − 1) ελ

2

)
+ ελ

2 < opt(P, k) + ε opt(P, k).

Toanalyze the running timeof this step,wenote thatwehave to solve O(log(1/ε))decision
problems, all for the same number of points k. Using Theorem 10 with κ = k2 log2(1/ε),
we spend

O
(
n log(k2 log2 1

ε
)
) + O(log 1

ε
) · O

(
k

n

k2 log2 1
ε

log(k2 log2 1
ε
)
)

= O(n(log k + loglog 1
ε
))

time to solve the O(log(1/ε)) decision problems. The term O(n log k) is absorbed by O(kn).

�

The theorem implies that for any constant k we can compute a (1 + ε)-approximation in
O(n loglog(1/ε)) time.

7 Discussion

We have improved previous results for computing the distance-based representatives of the
skyline in the plane, a problem that is relevant in the context of databases, evolutionary
algorithms and optimization. We have shown that such representatives can be computed
without constructing the skyline for the whole point set, which is a conceptual shift with
respect to previous works and approaches. For example, with a relatively simple algorithm
we can solve the decision problem in O(n log k) time, which is asymptotically optimal. We
also provided algorithms for the optimization problem that are asymptotically optimal for a
large range of values of k: Theorem 7 is optimal when log k = �(log h) and Theorem 14 is
optimal when k = �(log n).

Most of our algorithms are easy enough to be implemented. Specially simple is the new
decision algorithm that does not require computing the skyline. In several cases, the decision
combined with a trivial binary search may suffice to get reasonable results. A practical
implementation would use randomized algorithms for selection, instead of deterministic
linear-time median finding.

One may wonder whether using the Euclidean distance is a reasonable choice. That
depends on the application. The approach can be modified easily to work with other dis-
tances, such as the L∞ or the L1-metric. The work of Dupin, Nielsen and Talbi [7] also
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works for quite general metrics. The main property that we need is that any disk (in the cho-
sen metric) centered at a point of the skyline intersects the skyline in a connected subpiece.
From this we can infer monotonicity of the distances (Lemma 1) and we can perform binary
searches along the skyline.

We next describe two research directions where progress is awaiting. The first question
is whether we can compute opt(P, k) in O(n log k) for all values k. It may be good to start
considering the case when k is constant. For example, can we compute opt(P, 15) in O(n)

time when h = �(
√

n)?
One can imagine scenarios where we want to solve opt(P, k) for several different values

k. Can we exploit correlation between the problems in a non-trivial way? More precisely,
what is the computational complexity of the following problem: given a set P of points in
the plane and a set K ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, compute opt(P, k) for all k ∈ K .
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